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INTERVIEW: SERAFIN TAKING OFF ON HIS “WE LIKE TO
PARTY” TOUR

LA. based SerafinSerafin is one of the most known remixers in the turntable game. Every DJ has some
Serafin mixes in the ever expanding  libraries they keep. How could you not? He remixes a song
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before you’ve even had the chance to hear it more than once. That’s what gives him the
undeniable edge and keeps him on  top of the game. He was one of the first artists selling his mixes
on Crooklyn Clan and can take some of the credit for the success of the site. Plus, he is constantly
releasing new music, only making his actual live sets that much more of an adventure ride. I
asked him to catch up with me before he takes off on his latest 20 city tour WE LIKE TOWE LIKE TO
PARTY,PARTY, starting this weekend in Park City and going all over the country the next month. 

Where does the name Serafin come from? Where does the name Serafin come from? 

Literally burning ones,  SeraphSeraph is normally a synonym for serpents when used in the Hebrew
bible. And my mom gave it to me as my middle name.

You’ve become a household name amongst DJ’s because of your remixes? What doYou’ve become a household name amongst DJ’s because of your remixes? What do
you think is your most popular mix amongst the masses? you think is your most popular mix amongst the masses? 

Oh wow, I didn’t know that, that’s awesome! Goodness, I don’t really know, but let’s have a poll
and have the fans vote. If I had to pick one, I’d say the Journey “Don’t Stop Believing” remix or Daft
Punk’s “One More Trap” remix.

user.
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Who are some of your favorite DJ’s? Who are some of your favorite DJ’s? 

There are so many DJ’s I look up to and have stayed true to the craft like Z-TripZ-Trip, A-TrakA-Trak, JazzyJazzy
JeffJeff, Mike RelmMike Relm… just to name a few.

You already have a ton of collaborations, who would you love to work with? You already have a ton of collaborations, who would you love to work with? 

I would love to work with Ellie Goulding or Luda.

Serafin is synonymous with being ahead of the curve when it comes to knowing newSerafin is synonymous with being ahead of the curve when it comes to knowing new
trends in the DJ world. Right now trap is hottrends in the DJ world. Right now trap is hot… What would you like to see next?  What would you like to see next? 

Oh man, I have to say Hip-hop and R&B is coming back with strong electronic influences.

You travel pretty consistently. What’s the best and  worst about living a jet setYou travel pretty consistently. What’s the best and  worst about living a jet set
life? life? 
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The worst part of being away all the time is not being able to see my family, and the best part
about it is that I don’t always have to see my family.

Favorite cities to spin in? Favorite cities to spin in? 

This is going to be a long list and no particular order.

Alabama

Virginia Beach

Miami

Orlando

Austin

Houston

Makati, Philippines

Bacolod, Philippines

Hong Kong

Sydney, Australia

What can we expect from the “We Like to Party” tour?What can we expect from the “We Like to Party” tour?
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I plan to bring joy to the faces of those that attend!

Lastly, how has DJing changed your life? Lastly, how has DJing changed your life? 

It showed me to dream big and appreciate life to the fullest. It has opened my mind to different
cultures and learned new genres of music. Plus, I get to see the world and get paid doing it.

Follow him on twitter @DJSERAFIN

CHECK OUT HIS FULL TOUR SCHEDULE HERE!
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